
ASK: Autistic Space Kit
Autistic empowerment for the 21st century

The all Autistic ASK team worked with other Autistic people throughout every stage of the app development

Inspiration

Interaction Badges created 
& used by Autistic people 

for Autreat & popularised in 
UK by Autscape

ARGH Alert card 
designed by & for Autistic 

people used worldwide

First mock-up based on 
Dr Dinah Murray’s 

concept

Some of the many 
different iterations putting 

ideas into action 

The app available in 
the iOS app store & 
Google Play Store

The journey from inspiration to idea to app store

The App that gives Autistic people control

By Autistic people for Autistic people

Settings

For more information go to www.autisticspacekit.co.uk or email info@autisticspacekit.co.uk 

Alert Card & Profile

Interaction Screens

We have retained the globally recognised 
interaction colour scheme: Red, Yellow, 
Green. The text on the screens is 
completely editable to suit the needs of the 
user. This is an easy to use, highly visible 
way to communicate needs and wishes 
depending upon current communication 
status. There are timers giving the autistic 
person control over how long they want to 
be undisturbed.

Unlike traditional Alert cards 
ASK is completely 
customisable, the user can 
add their own details and text, 
for example a full sensory 
profile can be completed 
without usual alert card space 
constraints.

Scripts
This section is to write everyday 
or emergency text: the Scripts 
can be activated at a time of 
stress using the integrated ‘text 
to speech’ technology. The 
Scripts can also be used as 
prompts. There can be as many 
different Scripts as you need 
with the option to slide through 
each one. 

Location
Easily send your 
location to pre-set 
contacts in times of 
stress.

An app for the iPhone 
and Android phones

Phone & Text
Make a call or text at the press 
of a button to a pre-set contact/s. 
The Text feature includes the 
option to have a prewritten text 
that can be sent instantly.

Medical
For relevant medical information 
where the user can write support 
needed in times of medical 
emergencies. 

Main Button
The main (central) button can be 
customised to suit the user, they 
can pick which function they 
want to be placed here.

All customisation and 
setting up of the app 
happens here.

The Ask team is: Dr Dinah Murray, Kabie Brook and Kevin Brook, funded by the Three Guinea's Trust

Idea Interaction Implementation

Use	QR	code	to	download	app	or	go	to
relevant App	store	and	search	for

“ASK	Autistic	Space	Kit”

Android Apple


